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What are rubrics and why are they useful?

How to make a rubric from scratch, modify an 
existing rubric, or import a rubrics

How to affiliate rubrics with assignments 

How to grade rubrics using an example of a 
deployed rubric

How to use rubrics to generate data/reports, assess 
trends, gaps, and student learning outcomes



Why incorporate rubrics?

� Rubrics enable systematic grading and consistency across a set of fixed criteria

� It’s an evaluation tool with an explicit set of learning expectations and guidelines

� It provides students clear guidelines about expectations for assignments, exams, and term 
papers

� It saves time calculating scores and providing built-in feedback

� It aggregates data 
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Where to find rubrics
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How to make, import, or modify your 
rubrics
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Modifying your rubrics
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Here’s an example
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You can also make a simple rubric
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How to affiliate rubrics to assignments

� So you made your rubric! Now what?

� We need to add it to our assignments

� Go to your assignment of interest, left-click ‘Edit,’ and scroll down to ‘Grading’
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Let’s pause 
and preview 
all the steps 
on BBL9

� And then see how to use it in real-time 
grading…
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After you’ve graded, you can see the 
data
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After you’ve graded, you can see the 
data
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Assess what areas need to be addressed
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Final Thoughts

� It might take some time to learn how to implement rubrics

� And there’s a chance you’ll make some mistakes along the way

� But apart from the lead time it takes to incorporate rubrics up-front, it will save you hours of 
time in other ways and help you grade consistently
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